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World Literature on Medicinal Rice
Quoted/Consulted/Modified/Improved/Discussed/Used/Corrected in Pankaj Oudhia’s Medicinal Plant Database.

For details please visit http://www.pankajoudhia.com

About Audio Bank Project

Audio Bank on Biodiversity and Traditional Healing Project started from year 1990 and at present there are Audio Files of several Thousands hours. This project is focused on Pankaj Oudhia’s work on Biodiversity and Traditional Healing. The Audio Files are in English, Hindi and Chhattisgarhi. Hundreds of interviews with Traditional Healers, Herb Collectors, Herb Traders, Traditional Cancer Experts, Traditional Snake Experts, Medicinal Rice Growers, Traditional Agricultural Knowledge Experts, Traditional Entomotherapists etc. are important
part of this project. The efforts are in progress to present this Audio Bank through pankajoudhia.com
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[Example: Pankaj Oudhia on Medicinal Rice


(For Additional Medicinal Rice References please see p. 1400 onwards)

[For “Medicinal Rice Formulations in Materia Medica (Promising Formulations for Over 25000 symptoms of plus 100 diseases) by Pankaj Oudhia.” please see last section of this document]
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(Contd.)
There are +5000 pages in original document available with Pankaj Oudhia. As Google Drive like online storage facilities not support large files it is not possible to present the complete file here. Please write to Pankaj Oudhia at pankajoudhia@gmail.com for original file.